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The Australian Heraldry Society Inc. 

Submission to Inquiry into a New Coat of Arms for the Australian Capital Territory by the 
ACT Legislative Assembly, Standing Committee on Environment and Transport and City Services. 

20 April 2019 

This submission of The Australian Heraldry Society Inc. responds to the issues referred to the 
Standing Committee by the Legislative Assembly on 29 November 2018 in terms: 

"That the Standing Committee on Environment and Transport and City Services: 

(1) further consider, and consult with the community on, a new Territory Coat of Arms; and

(2) report back to the Assembly by 6 June 2019."

The Australian Heraldry Society Inc. 

This Society is a registered charity which exists “to promote the advancement of education in the 
science, art, history, practice and development of heraldry and allied subjects and the 
encouragement of their study and practice in Australia.”  Its website (in the course of 
redevelopment) is to be found at http://www.heraldryaustralia.org/.  It numbers amongst its 
membership persons expert in the law and practice of heraldry and in the design and acquisition of 
arms by both individuals and bodies. 

The Society marked the centenary of the foundation of the national capital with a Special Edition of 
its Members Circular dated March, April and May 2013 (Issue 159) a copy of which is attached for 
the information of the Committee. 

Structure of Submission 

This submission is structured as follows: 

1. Whether the ACT should have a have a coat of arms,

2. Whether the three arms of the government of the ACT (legislature, executive and
judiciary) should have the same or different arms,

http://www.heraldryaustralia.org/
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3. Whether the 1928 Arms are properly the arms of the Australian Capital Territory (or the 
arms of the City of Canberra), 

4. If they are the arms of the ACT, whether they should be changed, 

5. If the existing arms should be changed, how the new design should be selected, and 

6. Once the new design is selected, how the change should be effected. 

 

The Society provides the following information and submissions on these subjects: 

1. Whether the ACT should have a have a coat of arms.  

• The Australian Capital Territory is established as a body politic under the Crown of Australia 
for the government of the geographical area of the Territory1. 

• Under the Law of Arms of Australia2, it is traditional for the Sovereign of such bodies politic 
to have arms of sovereignty and dominion granted by the Sovereign for the particular 
purposes of a particular territory. 

• It is traditional and appropriate that the ACT should have a coat of arms of sovereignty and 
dominion. 

• For reasons set out in paragraph 3, the AHS believes that the ACT has armorial bearings in 
the form of the arms and crest granted by King George V by Royal Warrant dated 8 October 
1928 (1928 Arms often referred to as the City of Canberra Arms) and the swan supporters 
granted by Garter King of Arms on 9 November 1928. 

 

Figure 1 Arms and Crest of the Federal Capital Commission from the October 1928 Royal 
Warrant 

                                                           
1 Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988 (Cwth), sections 7, 22 and 37. 
2 Which is based on and largely the same as the received Law of Arms of England with some important differences, not the 
least being a different Sovereign and the fact that the Australian Sovereign has not delegated her heraldic powers to 
heraldic officers as occurred in England at an early date. 
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Figure 2 Coat of Arms and supporters from the November 1928 Grant by Garter King of Arms 

Submission 1:   

The Society is strongly of the view that the ACT should have a coat of arms. 

2. Whether the three arms of the government of the ACT (legislature, executive and judiciary) 
should have the same or different arms. 

Traditionally under a Westminster system of government, the three branches of government 
(legislative, executive and judicial) function under the arms of the Sovereign of the particular 
polity.  

In the case of the federal courts of Australia and the Supreme Courts of New South Wales, 
Queensland, Western Australia and Tasmania, the respective Commonwealth and State Arms 
are used and in the case of the Northern Territory, the Territory arms are used. 

The Supreme Courts of Victoria and South Australia appear to make anachronistic use of the 
Royal arms of the UK although the Courts Administration Authority of South Australia makes use 
of a generic “balanced scales” logo. 

There has recently been a suggestion that the ACT Courts may have a coat of arms different 
from the arms of the Territory on the reported basis that the Chief Justice is of the view that the 
ACT courts should have "a new crest that represents the judicial arm of government as a 
separate arm of government"3. 

                                                           
3 Crest-fallen: New ACT supreme courtrooms lack official insignia, Canberra Times, 17 November 2018 
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We do not believe with that this is the preferable course. That said, the Judicia branch is an 
independent branch of government and it will be for the Committee to determine whether it is 
of the opinion that the Executive or the Legislative branches should have an opinion on the arms 
used by the Judicial branch and the extent to which it is appropriate for those branches might 
seek to impose their opinions on the Judicial branch.  

In our opinion and in the absence of other considerations, the ACT arms (whatever form they 
take from time to time) are the most appropriate arms to be used to represent all branches of 
government of the Queen of Australia for the particular purposes of the ACT, including the 
Judicial branch.  The ACT arms are the arms of sovereignty and dominion of the ACT and it 
follows that they are appropriate for use by each of the three branches of government of the 
ACT equally.  Their use by all branches emphasises that all are parts of the same government.  
The use by the Courts of a different coat of arms to that used by the other branches of 
government de-emphasises and detracts from that essential unity. 

In the United Kingdom, the use of arms of sovereignty and dominion varies between the 
jurisdictions of England, Northern Ireland and Wales on the one hand and Scotland on the other.  
Contrary to the traditional practice, the relatively recently created Supreme Court of the UK (the 
court of ultimate appeal in the UK) uses a badge designed for the Court in 2008 to emphasise the 
unity of the jurisdiction it exercises. 

 

Figure 3 Badge of the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom 

The badge comprises the Greek letter omega representing finality and also symbolising the 
scales of justice combined with emblems of the constituent nations of the United Kingdom; 
England (rose), Scotland (thistle) and Northern Ireland (flax blossom) joined with the leaves of a 
leek for Wales.  It is surmounted by the Crown of St Edward, the crown adopted by Queen 
Elizabeth II as symbolic of her reign.  

The grant of this badge to the Court avoided addressing the problem of the different arms used 
by the government of the United Kingdom in its constituent parts.  The badge symbolically 
represents all of the constituent parts under the Crown of the single Sovereign.  
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An important element of the three branches of our form of government is that they are all part 
of the same government, a unity which is emphasised by having the one symbol or coat of arms 
to represent the Sovereign and all three branches of her government.   

The NSW State Arms, Symbols and Emblems Act 2004 expresses the NSW policy in these terms: 

Whenever after the commencement of this Act, in a Parliament building, a courthouse, 
an office or official residence of the Governor or a Government office, in any other 
building or place, or on any official seal or document, or in any other connection, arms 
representing the authority of the Crown or the State are to be used for any official 
purpose, the State arms are or a State symbol is to be used, and not the Royal arms of 
the United Kingdom.  (section 4(1)) 

We commend the principle of this section to the Standing Committee.  If legislation is the 
appropriate method of adopting arms the policy might read, when adapted to the ACT: 

Whenever after the commencement of this Act, in a Legislative Assembly building, a 
courthouse, a Government office, in any other building or place, or on any official seal or 
document, or in any other connection, arms representing the authority of the Crown or 
the Territory are to be used for any official purpose, the Territory arms are or a Territory 
symbol or emblem is to be used and not the arms of the Commonwealth of Australia or 
the Royal arms of the United Kingdom (or the arms granted by Royal Warrant on 
8 October 1928, if they are to be replaced). 

Submission 2:  

The Society submits that the three branches of the government of the ACT (Legislative, 
Executive and Judicial) should function under the same coat of arms. 

3. Whether the 1928 Arms are properly the arms of the Australian Capital Territory (or the arms 
of the City of Canberra). 

The background to an understanding of this issue includes the following relevant enactments 
and events: 

• By the Seat of Government Acceptance Act 1909 (Cwth), the Commonwealth of Australia 
accepted the surrender by the State of New South Wales of the territory (then known as the 
Federal Capital Territory and now known as the Australian Capital Territory) (Territory) to it 
and “declared and determined that the Seat of Government shall be in the Territory”. 

• By the Seat of Government (Administration) Act 1924 (Cwth), the Federal Capital Commission 
was incorporated as a body corporate with perpetual succession and a common seal with 
power to enable it to act as the municipal authority of the ACT and the Jervis Bay Territory (a 
territory for which the ACT Government does not have responsibility). 

• By a Royal Warrant of King George V of 8 October 1928, a shield of arms and a crest were 
granted (copy attached)4.  By Letters Patent dated 9 November 1928 the swan supporters 
were granted by Garter King of Arms.  Although the arms were granted to the Federal 

                                                           
4 The Letters Patent executed by the English Kings of Arms on 7 November 1928 merely exemplified (or evidenced) the 
grant made by the King and the recording of that grant at the College of Arms. 
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Capital Commission for, inter alia, use on its “Common Seal for the City of Canberra”, that 
use was subsidiary to its principle purpose. These arms are collectively referred to as the 
1928 Arms and have been referred to as the City of Canberra Arms since about 1932.   

Neither the Royal Warrant nor the exemplifying Letters Patent of 7 November 1928 mention 
the motto which was first illustrated (but not granted) in the Letters Patent of 9 November 
1928 granting the supporters.  It was then expressed in Latin as “Pro Rege, Lege et Grege” 
and has subsequently been changed in use to "For the Queen, the Law and the People". 

o The grant was made to “the Federal Capital Commissioners Australia and 
their successors in their corporate capacity” (i.e. the body corporate named 
the Federal Capital Commission and its successors in its corporate capacity): 

 ”to bear and use on their Common Seal … and upon Shields or 
otherwise in accordance with the Law of Arms” and  

 for its use on its “Common Seal for the City of Canberra and upon 
Shields or otherwise in accordance with the Law of Arms” 

o There was not then and there has not ever been a body politic or corporate 
meeting the description of the City of Canberra. 

o The Royal Warrant did not purport to grant the arms to a non-existent 
polity, the City of Canberra.  In any event, as the arms were granted to the 
Federal Capital Commission, the Law of Arms prohibited the granting of the 
same arms to an additional entity (such as the City of Canberra, if it existed 
as a body politic or corporate). The principle is that a coat of arms belongs to 
only one person or entity at a time. 

• Common Seals were prepared for the Federal Capital Commission and for the City of 
Canberra, although I have not been able to locate the use of the Common Seal  of the City of 
Canberra. 

• The Federal Capital Commission’s Arms Ordinance 1929 (Cwth) was made pursuant to the 
Seat of Government Acceptance Act 1909 (Cwth) and the Seat of Government 
(Administration) Act 1924 (Cwth). It provided protection for the “Arms of the Commission” 
(the 1928 Arms) by creating an offence of using the arms in connection with any trade, 
business, calling or profession without the authority of the Commission. 

• The Seat of Government (Administration) Act 1924 (Cwth) was repealed and replaced on 1 
May 1930 by the Seat of Government (Administration) Act 1930 (Cwth). The Ordinances 
made under the repealed Act were continued in effect. 

• The Federal Capital Commission’s Arms Ordinance 1929 (Cwth) was repealed and replaced 
by the City of Canberra Arms Ordinance 1932. It provided protection for the 1928 Arms 
(renamed, for the first time, the City of Canberra Arms) by creating an offence of using the 
arms in connection with any trade, business, calling or profession without the authority of 
the relevant Commonwealth Minister. 

• By the Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988 (Cwth), the Australian 
Capital Territory was established as a body politic under the Crown of Australia by the name 
of the Australian Capital Territory with power to enable it to act broadly as the municipal 
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authority of the ACT (the principal role of the Federal Capital Commission at the time of its 
creation and the grant of the 1928 Arms to it). 

• Section 34(2) of that Act converted the City of Canberra Arms Ordinance 1932 (Cwth) to an 
ACT Enactment as the City of Canberra Arms Act 1932 (ACT). The reference to a Minister 
who was empowered to authority for use of the 1928 Arms was thereafter to be interpreted 
as a reference to the relevant ACT Minister, a position reinforced by section 162 of the 
Legislation Act 2001. It is our opinion that the “ownership” of the 1928 Arms was vested in 
the new body politic and that empowering an ACT Minister to authorise the use of the 1928 
Arms is inconsistent with their continued “ownership” by the Commonwealth or any 
Commonwealth instrumentality such as the National Capital Authority.  

• The body by the name of the Australian Capital Territory is the successor in its corporate 
capacity of the Federal Capital Commission as the municipal authority of the Seat of the 
national government of Australia. 

• By section 3, "Territory": 

“(a) when used in a geographical sense, means the Australian Capital Territory; and 

(b) when used in any other sense, means the body politic established by section 7.” 

• By section 22, “Subject to this Part and Part VA, the Assembly has power to make laws for 
the peace, order and good government of the Territory.”  Neither this Part (Part IV) nor 
Part VA limit the generality of that power in a way which relevantly restricts the power of 
the Assembly in relation to the municipal government of the Territory. 

• It may accordingly be said that the body politic known as the Australian Capital Territory is 
relevantly the successor in its corporate capacity to the Federal Capital Commissioners to 
whom the 1928 Arms were granted in terms “unto the Federal Capital Commissioners 
Australia and their successors in their corporate capacity… to bear and use on their Common 
Seal and upon the Common Seal of the City of Canberra and upon Shields or otherwise 
according to the Law of Arms the Arms following …” 

• The 1928 Arms are regulated by ACT legislation which is administered by an ACT Minister 
and it may confidently be assumed that the body politic and corporate Australian 
Capital Territory is the “owner” or armiger in respect of the 1928 Arms 

• There is no body other than the Australian Capital Territory, the municipal authority for the 
territory encompassing territory of the City of Canberra, which is appropriate to be identified 
as the “owner” of the 1928 Arms. 

• The National Capital Commission operates under the coat of arms of the Commonwealth of 
Australia and does not use the 1928 Arms. The ACT Government operates under the 1928 
Arms and is the only body which makes use of them. 

• Determination of the “ownership” of the 1928 Arms is the essential starting point of the 
Standing Committee’s consideration of the Reference. It will allow an informed decision to 
be made about the respective status of the 1928 Arms and any new arms and will allow a 
clear statement to be made about the status of both coats of arms, resolving the 
longstanding uncertainty about the status and “ownership” of the 1928 Arms. 
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• The “ownership” of the 1928 Arms by the ACT will not prevent that body politic from 
changing its arms or assigning different arms for different purposes.  

Submission 3: 

The Society submits that: 

The Australian Capital Territory is the owner of the 1928 Arms and the Australian 
Capital Territory is the only body politic and the Territory is the only territory to which the 
arms relate.   

If uncertainty about the true “ownership” of the a1928 Arms persists, the Standing 
Committee should obtain the advice of the appropriate law officer as to the current 
“ownership” of the 1928 Arms. 

4. If the 1928 Arms are the arms of the ACT, whether they should be changed 

The 1928 Arms are purposely designed to represent the Federal Capital Territory as the seat of 
government of the Commonwealth of Australia and, for the time, do so competently. 

The objections to the 1928 Arms as identified in the four (4) submissions to the 2018 Inquiry into 
a Proposal for a Mammal Emblem for the ACT upon which informed the recommendation 
leading to the establishment of this inquiry are: 

• The ACT Government is currently using the Coat of Arms of the City of Canberra, a purpose 
for which it was not designed.  Replacing the Canberran Coat of Arms with an ACT Coat of 
Arms would correct this anomaly that has meant the ACT is the only major jurisdiction in the 
Commonwealth that does not have a coat of arms.  (Submission #16 by Stephen Squires) 

• The Canberran Coat of Arms uses very little local symbolism, and does not include the ACT 
floral or bird emblems.  And unless a portcullis is declared the mammal emblem, it will not 
have the future mammal emblem either.  (Submission #16 by Stephen Squires) 

• Consistent with such an approach there is other work to be done in relation to civic symbols.  
We refer specifically to the need to address the current Canberra Coat of Arms.  This civic 
symbol does no justice to the people or the natural environment of the ACT.  It is English in 
its symbolism and tenor.  It speaks of other places, not our land or our place.  Its adoption at 
the time of self-government was seemingly an expedient 'fix', born of political compromise.  
It is something that a mature and confident ACT needs to address.  (Submission #18 by Terry 
Fewtrell and David Headon) 

• The simplest approach would not be to change the Canberra Coat of Arms, but rather design 
an ACT Coat of Arms, as the Territory is currently the only jurisdiction without one.  
(Submission #18 by Terry Fewtrell and David Headon) 

• The present coat of arms is an embarrassing anachronism that does not represent the 
principles held dear by Canberrans.  It features, among other things, a crown denoting royal 
authority and a white rose in honour of the Duke of York, later King George VI.  Canberrans 
voted strongly for a republic in 1999 and again raised the issue of changing the coat of arms 
at the centenary celebrations in 2013.  A new coat of arms featuring the official mammal 
emblem would be a far better reflection of the democratic values of the ACT and its 
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commitment to protect and preserve the natural environment of this bush capital.  
(Submission #21 by Benjamin T Jones) 

• Once an ACT Mammal has been chosen and implemented I would suggest to government to 
have a serious look at all our symbols including a Territory Coat of arms and the flag.  At 
present we have a Canberra city coat of arms which has some serious issues concerning 
relevance.  We do not have a Territory Coat of Arms.  (Submission #27 by Ivo Ostyn) 

In response to these representations, we are of the view that: 

• The Territory was created as and continues to function as the location of the Seat (or 
Capital) of the Commonwealth of Australia.  

• By section 7 of the Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988 (Cwth), “The 
Australian Capital Territory is established as a body politic under the Crown by the name 
of the Australian Capital Territory.” As long as the Australian Capital Territory remains a 
body politic under the Crown, the use of a crown in the arms of the federal capital 
territory cannot accurately be described as an anachronism.  The arms represent not 
only Canberrans but the whole of Australia and should not be changed at the behest of 
Canberrans alone. 

• It is a stretch to consider that a Southern Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby, an Eastern Bettong, 
a Southern Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby or any other mammal is emblematic of human 
political democracy. 

Much has changed since the Arms were granted in 1928.  By March 2018, the population had 
grown from 8,320 in 1928 to 419,2005 with self-government, representation in the Federal 
Parliament, major cultural institutions, defence education establishments, the headquarters of 
most Commonwealth Government Departments, the principal official residences of the 
Governor-General and the Prime Minister and much more.  

The arms granted in 1928 were designed to reflect the function of the Territory in which the 
whole of its population was engaged either directly or indirectly.  By the time of the grant of the 
1928 Arms, only 15 years after Lady Denman, wife of the Governor-General announced, “I name 
the capital of Australia, Canberra”, the population of the Territory was 8,3206, just 2% of its 
present number.  The identity and aspirations of the residents of the Territory as a developing 
civic community received no apparent consideration separate from the purpose of reflecting the 
function of the Territory as the seat of the national capital.     

The philosophy underpinning the design may be gauged from these publications: 

CANBERRA'S COAT OF ARMS 

CANBERRA, Monday. 

By royal warrant Canberra's coat of arms, which was developed by Mr. C. R. Wylie, of 
Sydney, has been granted, and is considered to be the most satisfactory composition 

                                                           
5 Australian Demographic Statistics, March 2018 
(http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/3101.0Main+Features1Mar%202018). 
6 The Canberra Times, 27 December 1928, 4. 

http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/3101.0Main+Features1Mar%202018
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from a heraldic viewpoint yet granted to Australia.  The coat of arms consists principally 
of arms, shield and triple towered castle as an emblem of the capital city, with 
parliamentary mace, sword of justice and crown indicative respectively of the 
government, the executive and the crown which, together comprises the Government of 
the country, whilst the rose of glamis links the Duke of York with Canberra's 
establishment.  In the crest is a portcullis for Westminster and the suggestion of a 
garden city in the form of a gum tree, and a green mound is taken to mean the link 
between Australia and Britain, while the crown emphasises that Canberra is an Imperial 
capital city.  Two swans flank the design, one black and the other white, suggesting a 
white Australia policy and the association of the white race with the original blacks.  
Translated the motto, "Pro rege, pro lege, pro grege," means "For King, for law and for 
people."7 

The elements of the 1928 Arms were described by their designer in these terms: 

CANBERRAS ARMS: The Chosen Design. 

By C. R. Wylie. 

When in October, 1927, the writer was formally commissioned by Sir John Butters to 
design a coat of arms for the city of Canberra, he naturally appreciated the honour 
conferred upon him.  Looking at things from the point of view of an heraldic designer, it 
is an unfortunate fact that, with one or two exceptions, the heraldic ensigns for the 
Commonwealth are about as crude and inartistic as they could very well be.  One does 
not quite understand how such an aggregation of depressing heraldic expressions came 
into being.  Perhaps it was because of a want of technical knowledge of the subject on 
the part of the authorities desiring the arms, who, not realising that the perfection of 
heraldry lies in its simplicity, were so anxious to include all the assets of a State or city, 
that the result was a shield overloaded with heraldic charges.  Or, it may have been the 
extremely ungainly natural proportions of those two long-suffering creatures, the 
kangaroo and the emu, which have been made to do duty in some way or another in 
most heraldic examples of earlier days.  Any two living creatures more impossible to 
balance as supporters on each side of a shield are not to be imagined.  

Bearing in mind, therefore, what to avoid, the writer prepared a set of designs of a 
uniform simplicity, some with, and some without, a helmet and lambrequin or mantling.  
A baron's helmet with a suitable mantling was included in the design accepted by the 
Federal Capital Commissioners (those being used by the city of London but are not 
painted on the copy of the grant of arms sent to Canberra by the Heralds College, as 
they are not mentioned in the official description of the arms (called the verbal blazon).  
But should it be desired to use the helmet and mantling at any time, it will be perfectly 
correct to do so.  The city of Sydney has upon its official grant an esquire's helmet, with 
an elaborate mantling of blue and gold.  

                                                           
7 Northern Star (Lismore, 30 April 1929, 8. 
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/94070864?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO
%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-
type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-
term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929# accessed 01.04.2019. 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/94070864?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/94070864?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/94070864?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/94070864?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
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When designing the Canberra shield, the idea kept in view was of a great city, the seat of 
Federal parliamentary authority, and justice.  The crossed parliamentary mace and the 
sword of justice, upon which was the Imperial Crown, conveying the administrative side 
of the idea, the white triple-towered castle represented, as it has done for ages, a great 
city; whilst the white rose beneath was a reminder of the visits to the city on historical 
occasions of Princes of the House of York, whose badge it is.  When designing the crest, 
the main object to be kept in view was that this part of the achievement, whilst being in 
keeping with the arms, could be made use of by itself; and for purposes of reduction, 
say, to the size required for notepaper and envelopes, etc., simplicity was again 
essential.  An ancient heraldic device, the portcullis, suggesting the entrance to a great 
city, was adopted, behind which appeared a gumtree, expressive of a garden city, and 
the wooded lands of the Federal Capital Territory.  The Royal city of Westminster bears 
for arms a portcullis above the arms of Edward the Confessor; below these are two 
Tudor roses.  The Canberra crest, which rested upon a wreath of white and blue, is 
ensigned by — that is, has above it — the Imperial Crown, thus completing the 
symbolism of the crest as a part of the arms for separate use.  

The supporters were the most difficult part of the achievement to evolve.  Something 
Australian was required, therefore a lion, such as the very conventional king of beasts 
supporting one side of the arms of New South Wales, would not do.  The Australian 
eagle was rejected as being too bellicose: kookaburras, lyre birds, parrots, goannas, 
mopokes, and platypuses all lacked dignity; kangaroos and emus had been ruled out as 
overdone, and there seemed to be little left of Australia's fauna to suggest, when an 
inspiration came In the shape of the swans.  The white swan, a Royal bird for ages, has 
been greatly employed in heraldry, whilst its black brother, that rara avis, has, as a well-
known bird lover says, done more to advertise Australia than any other of its natural 
productions.  The black and white swans were there upon selected as the guardians of 
the arms and symbolise practically the same idea as do the aborigine and the while 
sailor which support the arms of the city of Sydney.  

The Canberra molto.  'Pro Rege, Lege el Grege' ('For King, Law and People') was selected 
by the Commissioners.  It is a popular one, and is used by various families, including 
those of Bessborough,  Brougham, and De Mauley.  After the design had been accepted 
by the Commissioners, it was sent to London, where, with one or two trifling alterations, 
it was approved by the Heralds College, and having also received the Royal approval, an 
official grant of the arms was made, and sent to the Federal Capital Commissioners at 
Canberra.8 

Considerable correspondence in the press ensued some of which is reproduced in the Schedule. 

The function of the Territory remains unchanged namely, the territory of the national capital of 
Australia.  

                                                           
8 C. R. Wylie; Canberra’s Arms: The Chosen Design, Sydney Morning Herald, 4 May 1929, 13 
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/16561933?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO
%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-
type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-
term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929 accessed 01.04.2019. 

Charles Roxburgh Wylie (1870-1947) Wylie ( 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/16561933?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/16561933?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/16561933?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/16561933?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
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The choice of arms for the national capital is a matter of national importance and not merely of 
local interest. 

Submission 4: 

The 1928 Arms are representative of the National Capital as seen in 1929, have the benefit 
of history and tradition and should not lightly be put aside or replaced without Australia-
wide consultation. 

5. If the existing arms should be changed, how the new design should be selected 

5.1 National Consultation: 

In view of the national character of the Territory (the Australian Capital Territory and formerly 
the Federal Capital Territory) as the Seat of the Federal Government of Australia and the 
national relevance of its arms, the Society believe that Australia-wide consultation should take 
place concerning the desirability of change and the elements of any new arms. 

5.2 Indigenous consultation: 

It is equally essential that the indigenous communities of the Territory and of Australia generally 
be consulted concerning elements which might be included and, of equal importance, elements 
which should not be included, in each case eliciting reasoning which is respectful of their 
intellectual property claims to the representation of certain symbols which rights are largely 
unknown to the non-indigenous community. The Uncle Kevin Buzzacott prosecution in 2005 and 
its defence on the basis of indigenous rights in certain symbolism demonstrates the necessity for 
caution and sensitivity on this subject. 

5.3 Design: 

Once agreement has been reached on the elements of new arms, one or more heraldic 
designers should be commissioned to propose designs for the arms incorporating those 
elements from which a final choice could be made. 

The elements of any new design would traditionally comprise: 

• Charges to be placed on the shield: 

o identity and rationale 

o arrangement 

• Supporters 

• Helmet 

• Crest 

• Motto 

• Compartment 

Attempting public consultation of all of these subjects will be fraught with difficulty and the 
Society propose that the consultation should be limited to the elements which might find a place 
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in a new coat of arms leaving the detail of their arrangement to those with expertise in the 
design of arms. 

The Society do not propose in this joint submission to make any proposals concerning the 
elements which might be used. 

Submissions 5: 

5.1 That Australia-wide consultation should take place concerning the elements of any 
new arms for the territory of the National Capital of Australia. 

5.2 That separate culturally appropriate consultations take place with the indigenous 
communities of the Territory and of Australia generally. 

5.3 That following the selection of elements following the consultation, one or more 
heraldic designers should be commissioned to propose designs for the arms 
incorporating those elements from which a final choice could be made. 

6. Once the new design is selected, how the change should be effected. 

The method of effecting any change should acknowledge and provide for the “ownership” and 
future use of the 1928 Arms and give consideration to the City of Canberra Arms Act 1932. 

There are a range of methods available should the ACT Government decide to acquire arms in 
addition to or in substitution for the 1928 Arms, the methods by which the new arms might be 
acquired include, at least: 

6.1 Exercise of the Prerogative of Australia by a Proclamation, Warrant or other instrument 
issued by the Governor-General as representative of the Queen of Australia. 

The grant of the 1928 Arms by Royal Warrant demonstrates that the direct exercise of the 
Prerogative (in that case and at that time, the UK Prerogative and in this case and at this 
time, the Australian Prerogative) is the appropriate method for granting arms for the 
Territory of the capital of this sovereign nation. 

The instrument would be to the same effect as the Royal Warrant of 1928 and would follow 
much the same drafting and content.  

New arms granted by this method would join the 1928 Arms under the Australian 
Prerogative. 

This is the preferred method as it leaves the heraldry of the ACT subject to the Australian 
Prerogative of honour in relation to heraldry where it has historically rested since the 
inception of heraldry. 

Direct exercise of the Royal Prerogative in the manner suggested should be limited to arms 
of sovereignty and dominion and would not be appropriate for the grant of personal arms or 
the like. 
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6.2 Self-adoption. 

On 7 February 2018, then Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull made the following statement 
in Parliament in response to a Written Question on the subject (formatting and numbering 
added): 

1. The practice of the College of Arms in England granting armorial bearings to 
Australians is well established as one way Australians can obtain heraldic 
insignia if they wish to do so.   

2. There is nothing preventing any person or organisation from commissioning a 
local artist, graphics studio or heraldry specialist to design and produce a coat 
of arms or identifying symbol. (emphasis added) 

3. Those arms would have the same standing and authority in Australia as arms 
prepared by the College of Arms in England. 

This statement omits reference to acquisition of arms by a direct exercise of the Australian 
Prerogative by the Governor-General as representative of the Queen of Australia but that 
omission does not negate the existence of that prerogative power nor does it negate the 
exercise of the power by the Governor-General at the request of the ACT Government. 

The statements in paragraphs 2 and 3 represent a ministerial exercise of the Australian 
Prerogative in acknowledging the right of Australians to self-adopt arms and in confirming 
that those arms will have equal standing and authority in Australia. 

If this course were adopted, it would be effected by a decision of the ACT Ministry, possibly 
made patent by a Proclamation or other instrument issued by the First Minister and 
published in the ACT Government Gazette. 

It would be effective under the Law of Arms of Australia as enunciated by PM Turnbull on 
7 February 2018. 

6.3 Exercise of the legislative power of the Legislative Assembly. 

This method would remove the ACT Arms forever from the exercise of the Prerogative and 
legislation would thereafter be the only method by which the ACT Arms could be altered. 

The State Arms of NSW were granted by Royal Warrant in the same manner as the ACT Arms 
but they are now regulated by legislation (the State Arms, Symbols and Emblems Act 2004) 
because of a refusal by the then NSW Government to utilise the Prerogative (in that case 
and at that time, the NSW Prerogative).  This was an unnecessary and unfortunate legislative 
invention in the Prerogative which, we suggest, should be avoided in the ACT and is 
unnecessary in any event. 

If new ACT arms were adopted by legislation, the result would be that the 1928 Arms (which 
are, in our view, the arms of the ACT) would be governed by the Australian Prerogative and 
ACT legislation while the new ACT arms would be governed by ACT legislation.  We do not 
think that this is a desirable outcome and, if legislation is to be used, we suggest that it 
should regulate both the 1928 Arms and the new ACT arms. 
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6.4 Application to the Kings of Arms of the Queen of the UK for England in London for a grant 
of arms. 

A grant by a delegate (such as the Kings of Arms) is not the method by which arms of 
sovereignty and dominion are traditionally granted to a State or Territory as is demonstrated 
by the 1928 Royal Warrant and the Royal Warrants granting arms to the various States.  
Such a grant is traditionally made by the Sovereign directly. 

Any such grant by the Kings of Arms of England would first involve a petition to the Earl 
Marshal of England and would be made by the Kings of Arms of England using the style and 
titles of the Queen of Australia whose heraldic power has not been shown to be 
demonstrated to have been delegated to them (such a delegation would, in the view of the 
AHS, be undesirable.)   

Surprisingly for an avowed republican, the statement in paragraph 1, of the response made 
by PM Turnbull on 7 February 2018 acknowledges that the practice of granting of arms to 
Australians by the heraldic servants of a foreign sovereign using the style and titles of the 
Queen of Australia is “well established”.  

Australia has no participation in their appointment. Their practices in purported exercise of 
the Australian Prerogative Power is subject to neither delegation from, reporting to nor 
supervision by any Australian authority.  The Society believe that this is entirely 
inappropriate and strongly submits that the ACT Government should not follow this route.    

The Society believe that this course of action would be entirely inappropriate for the 
Territory of the capital of a sovereign nation. 

6.5 Another method – no other method is obvious the Society. 

Submission 6:  

The Society submits that any alteration to the 1928 Arms and any new arms for the ACT 
should be effected by an exercise of the Australian Prerogative by the Governor-General as 
representative of the Queen of Australia acting on the representation of the ACT Executive 
expressed through advice to the Crown by the relevant Federal Minister (or from the Chief 
Minister direct to the Governor-General, if that is an appropriate course of action). 

Thereafter, in descending order of preference, change should be effected by: 

1. Self-adoption, and 

2. Legislation. 

The Society submits that the Australian Capital Territory should not seek a grant of arms 
from the Kings of Arms of England at the College of Arms in London. 
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We would be happy to supply further information or submissions and to provide oral evidence 
to the Standing Committee should that be useful. 

20 April 2019 

Richard d’Apice AM LLB aih 
President 
The Heraldry Society of Australia Inc. 

 
 

Email:  
Phone:  
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SCHEDULE 

Some Correspondence and articles in the press concerning the 1928 Arms 

CANBERRA'S ARMS:  How I Evolved The Design 

By C. R. Wylie 

I have read with interest the remarks on my design for the Canberra coat-of-arms, which 
appeared recently in your columns, and I feel sure that were my critics possessed of a 
knowledge of heraldry and of the actual circumstances surrounding the making of the 
design they would modify their apparently unfavorable opinion of it.  When engaged 
some time ago upon the article on "The Heraldry of the Commonwealth" for the 
Encyclopaedia of Australia, I had an excellent opportunity of becoming intimately 
acquainted with the subject from a local point of view, and of appreciating its 
possibilities and limitations.  Consequently, when I was commissioned to design the 
arms for Canberra.  I fully realised the difficulties in my way, and I knew, of course, that 
it would not be possible to please everybody.  

The main idea of the design centres round the fact that, unlike every other city in the 
Commonwealth, Canberra has no manufactures to boom, no agriculture to exploit, and 
no oversea trade to advertise.  The city is simply and solely the administrative centre of 
the Commonwealth, and therefore most thinking persons will, I conclude, agree with me 
that neither native flora, fauna, nor aboriginal weapons or implements could very well 
be employed in symbolising the functions of government.  Taking the top of the shield 
first, there is displayed the Sword of Justice, a symbol thousands of years old, crossed by 
the mace, a symbol of the executive power which is laid before the representatives of 
the people, both in Parliamentary and civic courts.  These apply to Australia as much as 
to any other part of the world.  The Imperial crown upon the sword and mace denotes 
the final appeal to the Crown and membership in the Empire.  Though it has been in use 
throughout the centuries, there is nothing I know of which better expresses the idea of a 
great and powerful city than what is termed in heraldry "Argent, a castle triple 
towered." For this reason a white massive three-towered castle was chosen, there being 
no thing peculiar to Australia that could be used instead.  

With regard to the white rose at the base of the shield, I feel sure that no genuine 
Australian could take exception to its display there as a compliment to King George V. as 
Duke of York, and to the present Duke and Duchess in remembrance of the parts they 
took in the founding of the city.  The crest above the arms will be frequently used by 
itself and apart from the shield, and therefore should be as complete as possible.  

In the gateway of the castle on the shield there is a portcullis or grating to be dropped to 
close the entrance when necessary.  The badge of the City of Westminster, the home of 
the mother of all Parliaments in the world, is a portcullis, and one may say that nothing 
Australian can be found which will better express a linking up with the oldest Parliament 
in the world, and in the Empire, than this portcullis, behind which, to symbolise the idea 
of a garden city and the lands of the Federal Capital Territory, appears, upon a green 
mound, "a gum tree proper."  
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Next to be discussed are the supporters —these were more difficult to decide upon than 
anything else.  As the Commonwealth, New South Wales, Melbourne, Victoria, Hobart 
and Adelaide all display kangaroos, either whole or in part, upon their arms, this popular 
animal seemed to be already sufficiently well represented in Australian heraldry.  
Iguanas, platypuses, kookaburras, mopokes, parrots, lyre birds, etc., were all tried, and 
all found quite lacking in dignity.  The Australian eagle, a magnificent bird, was rejected 
by the Commissioners because he seemed too warlike, human figures were not wanted, 
and it was with much satisfaction that at last came the idea of having two black swans.  
As a well-known writer on birds has said, the black swan has done more to advertise 
Australia than anything else she has produced, also it is as peculiar to the country as is 
the platypus or kangaroo, whilst the swan has been used in heraldry In its white form 
practically since heraldry began.  Two black swans, therefore, had been chosen to 
support the shield, when information was received from the Heralds College that two 
black swans had just been granted as supporters to the City of Perth.  In this dilemma it 
was difficult to know what to do, till I recalled the black Australian aboriginal and the 
white sailor which support the arms of the City of Sydney.  Acting on this suggestion, one 
black swan was replaced by a white one, the symmetry of the design was not Impaired, 
and symbolically, at least to me the idea seems a perfectly sound one.  The motto had 
been decided upon by the Commission before the arms were designed. 

Criticism was not long in emerging.  P. C. Mowle9 was particularly trenchant in his criticism published 
in The Canberra Times on 20 June 1929 which warrants quotation in full: 

CANBERRA'S ARMS 

Incongruities In Symbols 

(By P. C. MOWLE). 

The Commonwealth of Australia Gazette of May 23,1929 contains a notification that the 
Federal Capital Commission has amended its Common Seal which has been used since 
December 3, 1925. 

The amended seal embodies the arms recently granted to the city of Canberra and the 
Commission has stated that this coat of arms "is considered from an heraldic point of 
view to be the most satisfactory yet granted to Australia.  It has been further stated, in 
the press, that "the final design was made by Mr C. R. Wylie, an heraldic expert of 
Sydney, in conjunction with the Commission.” 

There seem to be good reasons for forming a contrary opinion.  The Canberra arms 
appear to compare most unfavourably with those of the Commonwealth of Australia, 
New South Wales and other States; the cities; the Universities and other institutions.  
The achievement contains nothing original and symbolic of Australia and this view seems 
to be supported by the Commission's explanation that "the white swan" of Europe is 
suggestive of "the White Australian policy".  The explanation further indicates a certain 
confusion of thought as to symbols which should properly pertain to the arms of the 
Commonwealth of Australia and those to the capital city. 

                                                           
9 Percival Conrad Mowle (1872-1951) a Customs officer and author of A genealogical History of Pioneer Families of 
Australia (first edition John Sands, Sydney, 1939); Sydney Morning Herald 02.10.1951, 4, 
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/18233228 accessed 01.04.2019  

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/18233228
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As it has apparently been thought necessary to explain the inclusion of certain devices in 
the arms, it would further enlighten the citizens of the Commonwealth if explanations 
respecting the meaning of other symbols were given by those responsible for their 
inclusion in the coat of arms sent to the College of Heralds for approval. 

In the first place, because a discussion has taken place as to its grammatical form or 
otherwise, there is the motto.  The motto selected is used by the city of Perth in 
Scotland, and its adoption seems to indicate an unfortunate want of originality on the 
part of those concerned.  It has been said, by the Commission's expert, that the motto is 
popular, and is used by certain families.  Does Canberra require a "popular" motto? Was 
it not possible to have chosen a motto not in use elsewhere.  As exemplifying this view, 
the attention of the Commission's expert is invited to the appropriate motto of the state 
of New South Wales, originally chosen for the Commissioners of the Sydney 
International Exhibition, 1878, by the late Dr. Charles Badham, LL D.  By the adoption of 
"Pro rege, lege et grege," Canberra suffers and so does Perth.  Further, the "families" the 
expert intended to mention do not use the motto adopted. 

"Borrowed plumes" might well have been adopted as a motto for, on examining the 
shield, crest and supporters it is noticed that the devices adopted appear in the arms of 
Edinburgh, Dublin, Westminster, and other places.  An attempt was even made to adopt 
the helmet of London itself.  The Commission, with the aid of the expert, suggested a 
"Baron's helmet" . . "with a suitable mantling" . . (these being used by the city of 
London) -"but are not painted on the copy of the grant sent to Canberra by the Herald's 
College." 

Surely it should have been known to the Commission's expert, who was able to "look at 
things from the point of view of an heraldic designer," to use his own words, that in 
England, the helmet inevitably used for a city is an esquire's helmet, and in Scotland, a 
knight's, and this is why, as the expert himself has pointed out, "the city of Sydney has 
upon its official grant of arms an esquire's helmet, with elaborate mantling of blue and 
gold." The Commission then on Mr Wylie's advice, asked for something that is peculiar 
to London.  It is not well-known that London's "peer's helmet" (there is no such helmet 
as a 'baron's') is a notable and inexplicable exception to the rule mentioned? The expert 
has further said: "But should it be desired to use the helmet and mantling at any time, it 
will be perfectly correct to do so".  Such an opinion is questionable. 

The omission of the helmet in the emblazonment, draws attention to the crest itself.  
The crest, a portcullis (with a gum tree behind it "expressive of a garden city") is taken 
from the arms of Westminster.  Without going into the appropriateness or otherwise of 
the crest adopted, the question of the necessity for a crest arises.  A coat of arms may be 
complete without a crest, and authorities in the old world consider that, from a strict 
heraldic point of view, a crest is redundant in impersonal arms. 

Apart, however, from the question of its necessity, the Commission's expert has said 
that "When designing the crest, the main object to be kept in view was that this part of 
the achievement, whilst being in keeping with the arms, could be made use of by itself; 
and for purposes of reduction, say, to the size required for paper and envelopes." Would 
the expert consider that the Commission might, with greater propriety than a woman, 
use a crest by itself on "notepaper and envelopes." Evidently, the expert is under the 
impression that the achievement is incapable of being reduced to a suitable size.  If so, 
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he is reminded that the Commonwealth of Australia, the state of New South Wales and 
the city of Sydney, amongst others, apparently find no difficulty in reducing their arms to 
a size suitable for embossment on stationary.  Further, has not the Commission's expert 
noticed that, in bank notes, the arms of the Commonwealth of Australia are printed on a 
"field" no larger than a halfpenny piece? 

It has also been stated that the shield is charged with a "triple-towered castle" 
representing "as it has for ages, a great city." A triple-towered castle is on the shield of 
Edinburgh, and it is agreed that Edinburgh is a great city, but the assertion that it has 
represented for ages "a great city" is somewhat challenged by the fact that at least 
twelve small towns in England have on their escutcheons a "triple-towered castle." 
Perhaps the Commission's expert would kindly refer to a recognised authority, in the old 
world in support of the assertion. 

The Commission's expert has also pointed out that "the supporters were the most 
difficult part of the achievement to evolve.  Something Australian was required." It is 
undoubtedly a general opinion that "something Australian was required" for at least the 
greater part, if not all parts of the achievement.  As it is, the black swan, used as the 
dexter supporter, is the only device symbolic of Australia.  As “kangaroos and emus” 
were “ruled out as overdone,” it is not seen upon what reasoning “a black swan” was 
adopted, as it appears in the arms of Western Australia and the Commonwealth of 
Australia.  And this observation also applies to the portcullis, which is ten times more 
"overdone" than the kangaroo or emu, but which have at least the merit of being 
distinctly Australian.  By the absence of devices symbolical of Australia and the inclusion 
if other disputable points referred to, the claim that Canberra's arms are "the most 
satisfactory yet granted to Australia" is, therefore, open to question. 10 

Even the Royal Zoological Society of N.S.W. protested the inclusion of the white swan as a European 
bird when Australia had a wealth of birds and animals from which a suitable figure could be drawn.11 

Even the motto did not escape criticism and change.  The charge was led by Fredrick Augustus Todd 
(1880-1944), Professor of Latin at the University of Sydney12: 

Sir,-The choice of a motto for a capital city is a matter of national importance, to be 
determined with great care and after due consultation of experts.  The motto which has 

                                                           
10 The Canberra Times, 20 June 1929, 4 
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1006834?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO
%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-
type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-
term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929# accessed 31.03.31. 
Errors subsequently corrected in an article published on 3 September 1929 at page 1 have been taken into the text. 
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1012872?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO
%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-
type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-
term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929 accessed 01.04.2019 
11 Evening News (Sydney), 11 May 1929, 7: 
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/118779381?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20T
O%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-
type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-
term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929# accessed 01.04.1929 
12 A. J. Dunston, 'Todd, Frederick Augustus (1880–1944)', Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of Biography, 
Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/todd-frederick-augustus-8823/text15477, published first 
in hardcopy 1990, accessed online 2 April 2019. 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1006834?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1006834?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/1006834?searchTerm=(Canberra%27s%20arms)%20date%3A%5B1929%20TO%201929%5D&searchLimits=q-field0|||q-type0=all|||q-term0=Canberra%27s+arms|||q-field1=title%3A|||q-type1=all|||q-term1|||q-field2=creator%3A|||q-type2=all|||q-term2|||q-field3=subject%3A|||q-type3=all|||q-term3|||q-year1-date=1929|||q-year2-date=1929
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been chosen for Canberra reads like the invention of a child whose Latin studies have 
not proceeded beyond the declension of monosyllabic nouns in ex.  The result Is 
cacophony and solecism. 

The intolerable ugliness of "Pro rege lege et grege" must be apparent to anyone whose 
ear "Is not the ear of a Dutchman." The motto involves, also, a false quantity in the first 
syllable of "grege." And pronounced, as it will he pronounced by many, in the old-
fashioned English way, it will tempt the ribald to add in honour of an animal much 
esteemed in Australia, "et gee-gee." 

But there is worse than this.  "Pro rege lege et grege" is not even Latin.  It is in-tended, 
no doubt, to mean, "For King, Law, and People." But as every schoolboy ought to know, 
the use of "et" before the third, only, of a series of three words is a solecism: "et" must 
be placed before the second member of the scries also.  Moreover, "grege" does not 
mean "people." The word "grex," of which "grege" is the ablative case, means "flock" or 
"herd." Sometimes, when clearly defined by the context, it is used of human beings; but 
used, without definition, of the people, it could bear only a contemptuous sense like 
that of the English "mob." Canberra, it is reasonable to believe, does not wish to 
advertise to the world that it stands "for King and Law and the Mob." 

The motto constitutes, in fact, a libel, both on Canberra and on Australian culture.  
Scholarship is not at so low an ebb in Australia as this deplorable example of "dog Latin" 
implies, and no Australian can wish the capital of the Commonwealth to make Itself 
ridiculous.  The Arms have been conferred on Canberra by Royal Warrant, but even a 
Royal Warrant can be varied.  Is it too much to hope that the Federal Capital Commission 
will consider the expediency of devising another motto, and, meanwhile, or refraining 
from the use of its newly-acquired Arms? 

I am, etc., 

FREDK. A. TODD University of Sydney, May 1 

He was supported many letter writers and eventually on 7 August appeared an unsigned concession, 
apparently reporting a decision by the Commission:  

"PEOPLE" NOT "MOB" 

CANBERRA'S COAT OF ARMS. CANBERRA, Tuesday. 

The doggerel Latin inscription, "Pro rege, lege et grege," meaning literally, "For King, for 
law and for the mob," which is the official motto on Canberra's coat of arms, is now to 
be changed. 

The new motto will be in English and will read, "For King, for law and for the people." 
Although the old motto has been used for a long time, it was not until the coat of arms 
design itself was changed recently, that public exception was taken to the Latin 
wording.13 

                                                           
13 Daily Examiner (Grafton), 7 August 1929, 5 
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